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We present an exact solution of a nonlinear vector analysis of two-beam coupling and forward four-wave mixing in

photorefractive media.

In this Letter we present an exact solution with linear
absorption for a system of nonlinear differential equa-
tions that model two separate photorefractive process-
es. The first is the coupling of two beams with general
polarizations, restricted to the case when the magni-
tude of the coupling for one polarization is the same as
that for the other polarization.' The second is scalar
forward four-wave mixing, 2 which has practical impor-
tance when noncounterpropagating phase conjugation
is required, as in the case of image transmission
through two lengths of equivalent optical fiber.3

When a pair of beams writes a grating in a photore-
fractive medium, that grating in its turn affects the
propagation of the writing beams, which are thus cou-
pled nonlinearly to each other.4' 5 The nonlinear cou-
pled-wave equations that describe the interaction in
the scalar case-when the two beams have the same
polarizations-have been solved analytically. 4' 5 This
solution describes the energy exchange between the
beams when a phase shift exists between the light
interference fringe pattern and the refractive-index
grating and is the basic cornerstone to an understand-
ing of the broader effects of four-wave mixing in pho-
torefractive materials.6

The situation becomes more complicated when one
considers the interaction of two beams with general
polarizations. Four coupled nonlinear differential
equations then arise, describing the interactions
among the four components of the beams' optical elec-
tric fields. The nonlinear source term from the self-
induced grating causes the overall coupling of the
equations. Our solution for these equations is valid in
the case when direct cross coupling between vertical
and horizontal polarization is negligible. This will
often be the case in practical situations, where bire-

fringence does not allow phase matching for such cou-
plings. We also require that the magnitude of the
coupling constants be the same for both polarizations.
Mapping this problem to the known solution of four-
wave mixing in photorefractive materials 6' 7 will let us
follow similar mathematical procedures toward an ex-
plicit analytical solution including the effects of linear
absorption.

The vectorial interaction geometry that we consider
is shown in Fig. 1. Two beams with frequency w prop-
agate in the crystal from z = 0 to z = 1. The vectorial
field amplitude of each beam is represented by two
orthogonal components. Al and A2 are the compo-
nents of the first beam, and A4 and A3 are components
of the second one. Note that the first components of
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the two beams are not parallel. As in Ref. 3 we obtain
the following coupled-wave equations, neglecting, for
the moment, linear absorption:

dAj
d = -bjgA 4 - bIIgA 3,
dz

dA2
d = -bgA 3 - bI1gA 4,
dz

dA3*
dA = bigA2* + biigA,*,
dz

dA4 *

dz
bigAj* + buIgA2*,

where

A1 A4* + A2A 3
Io

(la)

(lb)

(Ic)

(1d)

(2)

Io is the total spatially averaged light intensity
Io = A1 Aj* + A2A2* + A3A3* + A4A4 *, (3)

and bj and b11 are the parallel and cross-component
couplings between the two beams. These constants
generally depend on material parameters such as the
temperature, grating period and orientation, and di-
electric and electro-optic tensors of the material.5'6
They are approximately independent of the intensi-
ties of the interacting beams. Equations (1) may be
used to show the conservation of total intensity, so
that Io is constant. Henceforth, we normalize the
equations so that Io = 1.

Equivalence of these equations to those of four-
wave mixing in photorefractive materials6 7 arises if we
retain only the first terms on the right-hand sides of
Eqs. (1) so that we assume that only parallel coupling
is important. Then the substitutions A2 - A2* and
A3 - A3* transform one system into the other. In
that case (bj1 = 0), we are able to solve the equations
exactly in the same way as in Ref. 7.

With the conservation laws (Ij = I Aj 12),

where

S-j: = A + (A2 + 41c12 )112 ,

bW2 (8)

and

A = d 2 -dj. (9)

In contrast to the four-wave mixing case, all the
boundary conditions are set at the same boundary
because all the beams are propagating in the same
(positives) direction. The constants of integration A,
c, D, and E can thus be readily obtained, and, for the
same reason, we can include linear absorption in our
system without changing the equations if we assume
that the absorption coefficients for each polarization
are the same. The linear absorption terms -aAj that
are added in Eqs. (1) can be eliminated mathematical-
ly by the transformation Aj - Ajeaz, remembering
that in this transformation we also have Io - Ioe2az.

Given all Aj(z = 0) = Aj(0), we get

2 2c*A 12(0) + S+
2c*A1 2 (0) + &S.

(10a)

2 2c*A34(0) - S+
2c*A3 4(0) - S.

where Aij = Ai/Aj. Together with the constants

A = 12(0) + 13(0) - I(0) - 14(0), (11a)

c = A1 (0)A2 *(0) + A3*(0)A4(0) (lib)

we can obtain the ratios A12(z) and A34(z). Then the
beam intensities can be expressed by these ratios and
the conservation laws

I, + I4 = dj,

I2 + I3 = d2,

A1A 2* + A3*A4 = C,

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)
we obtain

d Al =~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ c+Ald_ d)Al 2

dzA2) =b, c+(d1 2 A /-d2) )],'
(5a)

__ _ = b, c + (d2 - dj) -C*dz AA4 4 I~ACA)J

(5b)
These equations may be immediately integrated to
give

Al

A2

A3

A4

L DSez - DlS+esz 1_ ~~~~~~~,
2c*(De-8z - DlePZ) JLES-e-Z - E- S+e1

2c*(Ee-z - Elefz) J

(6a)

(6a)

I() = I ([ d2- I34(z)dl ] (12a)
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Fig. 2. Forward four-wave mixing geometry analyzed in
text.
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LOG CONVERSION CONTOURS pair of beams 1 and 3 a vertical y component slightly
5 E , different from that of the pair of beams 4 and 2.
4 - Again we have to assume that cross coupling is negligi-

ble. Figure 3 shows a contour plot of phase-conjugate
3 _ conversion efficiency as a function of the pump ratio r

2 -== I2(0)/I1(0) and the probe ratio q = I4(0)/[I1(0) +
I2(0)]. We note that for small q the solution reduces

I _ ___-4 - -.-- to that of the regular undepleted-pumps approxima-
tion for photorefractive four-wave mixing. 6 Also, the

=9 - *. ~~ ~ ~~_ result appears similar to that for regular four-wave
mixing by the reflection grating,8 with the exception

-20 _ / / / % ' > \ a\ *----- ...that the forward four-wave mixing case has lower con-
version efficiencies.

-3 -| I i it's sss \ \ \ In summary, we have presented nonlinear solutions
for photorefractive vectorial two-beam coupling and
for forward phase conjugation in photorefractive crys-

-5 I I 11 ' | ,' ;, 8 1 tals. The result for forward phase conjugation may
2 °0 2 4 6 8 have practical importance for image transmission

LOG PUMP RATIO through optical fibers.

Fig. 3. Contour plot of log forward phase-conjugate conver-
sion efficiency for coupling constant bI1 = 3 versus pump and
probe ratio logarithms.

2 (Z) [1 - 112(z)d 34 (z)J (12b)

3 (Z) = 3 4 (Z) E[1 - 12(z)d] (12c)

4(Z) [ 12-(Z)34(z)] (12d)

These results also apply to the case of forward four-
wave mixing phase conjugation in the scalar case, as
shown in Fig. 2. Al is distinguished from A2 and A4 is
distinguished from A3 by giving the wave vectors of the
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